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Alternative Approaches to Broadband Policy:
Lessons on Deregulation from Denmark
Roslyn Layton and Joseph Kane

Pro-regulatory telecommunications advocates have recognized Denmark for its broadband
competition, speed, and price.1 The country is rated as one of the top digital nations by the
International Telecommunication Union’s Measuring the Information Society Report, which has
measured countries’ access to, use of, and skills in information communications technologies
(ICT) since 2007.2 In 2014, Denmark placed first, unseating South Korea. Given Senator Bernie
Sanders’s presidential campaign assertion that the United States should be like Denmark in its
public provision of health and education,3 some may infer that Denmark’s broadband
infrastructure is government-subsidized and heavily regulated. But while the Danish
government has a significant level of involvement in the health and education sectors, it has a
relatively laissez-faire approach in most other markets, including telecommunications. For
example, the Danish center-left government dismantled the telecom regulator in 2011 and
accepted the telecom industry’s proposal for self-regulation on net neutrality in lieu of heavy
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Nick Russo et al., “The Cost of Connectivity 2014: Data and Analysis on broadband offerings in 24 cities across
the world,” New America (Open Technology Institute), October 30, 2014; Bincy Ninan-Moses and Chiehyu Li, “An
International Comparison of Cell Phone Plans and Prices,” New America (Open Technology Institute), October 14,
2010. Note that most broadband price comparisons do not include the cost of compulsory media license fees. The
2017 fee in Denmark is about $177 and is assessed on every Internet access subscription. It covers the cost of
content from the public broadcaster Danish Radio. See “Media License: License in English,” DR, accessed January
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Horney, “Innovation, Investment, and Competition in Broadband and the Impact of America’s Digital Economy”
(Mercatus Working Paper, Mercatus Center at George Mason University, Arlington, VA, August 2014), 10.
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in 2014. In 2015, the United Sates ranks 15 with a score of 8.19.
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regulation.4 These actions contrast sharply with assertions by regulatory advocates in the Unites
States who claim that a strong and proscriptive telecom authority needs to regulate the market in
order to deliver good policy outcomes.5 The success of the Danish model for telecom policy
suggests otherwise.
This paper examines two important bodies of literature in telecom regulation and political
economy in order to investigate Denmark’s accomplishments and contrast Denmark’s telecom
policy to prevailing regulatory paradigms and conventional wisdom. This article also explores
the tenets of classic regulation, paying special attention to the challenge telecom regulators face
in moving their industry from monopoly to competition. The deviations from this classic
regulatory model are explained with research from the school of public choice. In addition, this
paper reviews the work of Morten Falch and Anders Henten at Aalborg University—academics
who have studied information communications and technology (ICT) policy for some 40 years.
They investigate the interplay of regulatory and developmental approaches to telecom policy6
and describe the dismantling of the Danish telecom regulator using primary research they
conducted with the actors involved in the process.7 The historical background also includes
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As of April 2016, EU law on net neutrality now supersedes the Danish model for self-regulation.
“The FCC should use the legal authority it possesses to relabel [Internet] services as regulated ones. Our future
depends on it.” Susan Crawford, “Why Net Neutrality Matters to You,” Newsday, January 15, 2014. Also note the
comments of Michael Weinberg: “The development of the Internet and the explosion of broadband innovation was a
direct result of strong regulation against discrimination. The Internet we know today exists because broadband
networks have been regulated since their inception, and continued regulation will protect everyone’s ability to
innovate and communicate online. . . . Only regulation can prevent [the development of slow and fast lanes] from
happening.” Michael Weinberg, “The Fast Lane to a Closed Internet,” U.S. News & World Report, June 23, 2014.
And note the comments of Tom Wheeler: “Now, as Chairman of the FCC, I do not intend to allow innovation to be
strangled by the manipulation of the most important network of our time, the Internet. . . . I am proposing that the
FCC use its Title II authority to implement and enforce open Internet protections. Using this authority, I am
submitting to my colleagues the strongest open Internet protections ever proposed by the FCC.” Tom Wheeler,
“Remarks of Tom Wheeler, Chairman, Federal Communications Commission, to the National Cable &
Telecommunications Association” (speech, Los Angeles, CA, April 30, 2014).
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the European Regional ITS Conference, El Escorial, Spain, June 27–28, 2015).
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Morten Falch and Anders Henten, “The Future of Telecom Regulation: The case of Denmark” (paper presented at
the European Regional ITS Conference, Brussels, Belgium, June 22–25, 2014).
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statistics on the Danish telecom market, providing empirical evidence of the results of the Danish
telecom policy.
The paper presents eight cases to highlight the history, decisions, and logic behind
Danish telecom policy and shows how facilitation and cooperation have been employed as an
alternative to expanding economic regulation. In fact, when the Danish approach is compared
and contrasted with the expansion of regulation by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) in the United States in recent years, the Danish approach is more representative of
traditional intentions of classic regulation, working toward full competition and the subsequent
removal of regulation and even of the regulator itself. The FCC has fulfilled its primary mission
of liberalizing the telephony market; thus it is arguable that the FCC’s work is complete and its
staff and resources should be reassigned elsewhere.
But instead, the FCC has not only persisted, it has also expanded its role as a social
regulator. This reality represents an important contradiction to the classic notion of telecom
regulation. Regulation is supposed to result in full competition, followed by the removal of
regulation and subsequent downsizing of the regulator. Yet the FCC is still in existence after 80
years (even longer if one considers the origin of the agency in the Federal Radio Commission),
which suggests that either the classic notion of regulation is flawed or the FCC simply does not
adhere to that paradigm.
Danish telecom policy is encoded in the 1999 “Teleforlig” (Telecommunications
Agreement), a standing agreement across all political parties to pursue a no-subsidy, market-led,
technology-neutral approach to telecommunications.8 The effect of the settlement is a
codification of a commitment to cooperate and seek consensus solutions. Such long-term

8

“Telecom Settlement from September 1999,” Erhvervsstyrelsen.dk, Danish Business Authority, accessed January
12, 2017, https://erhvervsstyrelsen.dk/file/teleforliget-fra-september-1999pdf.
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planning provides regulatory certainty and supports investment. The goal is to transition
telecommunications away from sector-specific regulation to full competition under a general ex
post antitrust regime. So far, Denmark has surpassed the Unites States in achieving this vision.
However, this is not to say that the Danish government has no involvement in the market.
Rather than regulate communications prices and technologies, the Danish government facilitates
the market by being a key buyer of information and communications technologies, digitizing
government services, and providing a set of digital assets that individuals and enterprises can use
to lower transaction costs. This paper describes other developments to illustrate the Danish
approach, including the self-regulatory regime for net neutrality, the framework to fast-track
mobile infrastructure, the dismantling of the telecom regulator, and the continued efforts to
remove outdated and obsolete telecom regulation, accepting the effective competition that comes
from third parties offering substitute services (also called “over the top” or OTT services) for
network owners’ proprietary services.
The so-called Nordic model9 of free-enterprise policies, combined with a social safety
net, is a helpful reference, but it does not fully explain Danish telecom policy. Indeed,
Denmark’s telecom policy differs significantly from the policies of its Scandinavian neighbors.
Sweden, for example, is known for its government-funded fiber projects and partially stateowned incumbent. In comparison, the Danish government (notably with a Social Democrat
majority at the time) completely privatized the national telephone monopoly by selling it to
Ameritech, because it did not see a strategic national interest in owning a telecom company and
believed the market could produce better results. Moreover, Denmark generally eschews
subsidies. To be sure, most nations employ some degree of facilitation and cooperation in
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Gøsta Esping-Anderson, The Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1990); Kristoffer Granov, “Velfærdsstaten,” Faktalink, November 2013.
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telecom policy, but the Danish model is worthy of study for the deliberate choices made by
policymakers, their expectations, and the outcomes.
This approach was vindicated in 2014 by the Danish Productivity Commission, a group
tasked with making an independent assessment of the government’s infrastructure policies.10 The
group, comprised of the nation’s top economists and industrial experts, surveyed the country’s
various infrastructures. Regarding telecommunications, they concluded that the market-led,
technology-neutral approach was justified and that under such an approach, government targets
for broadband (speed requirements, for example) were inconsistent. Indeed, if consumers are to
decide for themselves their preferred speeds and technologies, they should not be secondguessed by regulators. Moreover, companies should not be expected to absorb inefficiencies that
come from overbuilding to ensure a government-imposed target.
To be sure, there are Danish actors who favor more government support of
telecommunications. The Danish energy industry, for example, lobbies for financial support to
supplement their electricity networks with fiber optics.11 However, EU rules restrict public money
from being deployed to locations where there is already private investment.12 In Denmark’s
history there are only three instances of telecom subsidies, and they are for extremely small
amounts targeted to remote areas. Given that at least one municipality has become subject to an
EU lawsuit for inappropriately directing subsidies to an area with existing private investment,13 it
appears that this kind of market intervention will be even less popular in the future.
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Infrastructure Analysis Report 5, Danish Productivity Commission, January 2014.
Thomas Woldiderich, “Bedre bredbånd kan skabe arbejdspladser i hele Danmark,” Dansk Energi, September 7,
2015; Martin Jensen, “Sverige: Regering afsætter 2,8 mia. kroner til bredbånd,” Dansk Energi, March 31, 2014.
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European Commission, “EU Guidelines for the Application of State Aid Rules in Relation to the Rapid
Deployment of Broadband Networks,” Official Journal of the European Union, January 26, 2013; Roslyn Layton,
“Municipal Broadband: A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing?,” TechPolicyDaily.com (American Enterprise Institute),
November 7, 2013.
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See European Commission, “EU Guidelines for the Application of State Aid Rules.” See also “Fibernet-Sag
Havner I EU,” Ringkøbing-Skjern Dagbladet, May 17, 2016.
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Importantly, as this paper shows, “good” telecom policy is not the domain of a single
political party. Positive outcomes can be driven by cooperation across parties. Additionally, the
paper shows that dismantling the telecom regulator helped reduce incentives for regulatory
capture. This has had a positive impact on government employees who believe that the move has
successfully depoliticized telecom regulation and, ironically, strengthened telecom policy.

Background and Literature Review
The 2016 Index of Economic Freedom ranks Denmark 12th in the world, just behind the
United States.14 Denmark is described as having open-market policies, a transparent and
efficient legal environment, and a high degree of regulatory efficiency (indicating the ease with
which one can start a business, hire workers, and so on). The index notes a high degree of
public spending financed by a variety of direct and indirect taxes. Financial sector practices are
called stable and prudent.

Statistics on the Danish Broadband and Telecom Market
To appreciate the bigger picture, it is helpful to have some statistical background information
on Denmark’s broadband and telecom markets. This paper includes the most recent
government information on the topic. There are a variety of technologies for broadband, and
Denmark displays competition among different facilities and technologies. These facilities
include both fixed-line (xDSL, cable, fiber, and fixed wireless) and wireless technologies (such
as 3G and 4G mobile networks). Denmark stands out compared to most other European
nations. These other nations have less fixed-line competition (most fixed-line broadband comes

14

“Denmark,” 2016 Index of Economic Freedom, Heritage Foundation, accessed February 16, 2016, http://www
.heritage.org/index/country/denmark.
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from DSL) and less coverage for multiple 4G networks. In its most recent ranking (December
2015), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) ranked
Denmark first among EU nations for fixed broadband penetration (subscribers per 100
inhabitants).15 Even in the OECD countries, Denmark is notable for the high penetration of
fiber networks, to which almost half of households and businesses have access. Remarkably,
this was achieved without subsidies.
Denmark’s broadband metrics typically equal or exceed those of countries with more
regulated markets and activist telecom regulators. Noted telecom scholar Christopher Yoo
investigated broadband metrics in the United States and the European Union in 2014.16 When
looking at total availability of next generation access, he found that Denmark’s performance
significantly exceeded the EU average, 73 versus 54 percent. Denmark’s average price for 12–30
Mbps packages is $23.40, compared to $27.64 for the European Union and $28.76 for the United
States. When it comes to broadband investment per household, Denmark’s average is one of the
highest in Europe. At $457 per household, it is almost double the EU average of $244. The US
average is $562.
Similarly, another paper found that Denmark outperformed the EU in metrics from the
European Commission, the OECD, and the International Telecommunication Union.17 Denmark
is a leading country on nearly every European Commission measure, including 4G mobile
broadband coverage and mobile broadband take-up.18 As will be shown, the low prices in
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Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, “OECD Fixed Broadband Penetration and GDP per
Capita,” OECD Broadband Portal, 2015, http://www.oecd.org/sti/broadband/1.9-BBPenetration-GDPperCap
-2015-12.xls.
16
Christopher S. Yoo, “U.S. vs. European Broadband Deployment: What Do the Data Say?” (Center for
Technology, Innovation and Competition, University of Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia, PA, June 2014).
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Layton and Horney, “Innovation, Investment, and Competition,” 14–22.
18
“Country profile for Denmark,” European Commission, accessed April 11, 2016, http://digital-agenda-data.eu
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Denmark are largely the result of competing technological development at the infrastructure,
facilities, and service levels.

Figure 1. Capital Expenditure by Telecom Operators in Denmark
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Figure 1 shows the capital expenditure in Danish crowns by fixed-line and wireless
network operators from 2002 to 2014. Note that Danish incumbent TDC spends about half of the
total. While the years 1996–2001 are not shown graphically, note that they were also significant
in terms of investment marked with record levels of spending on the 3G spectrum auction and
the subsequent issuance of new mobile licenses. The capital expenditures of 2000 and 2001 were
higher as single years than any in the graph below. The 2000–2008 period reflects the time when
utility companies invested in fiber; 2007–2011 was a time when TDC was owned and managed
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by private equity funds; 2009–2013 was a period in which the utilities reduced their investments
in fiber; and 2012 marks the year in which Telenor and Telia made a joint venture for network
sharing, hoping to leverage cost savings of 500 million Danish crowns while extending network
coverage. In 2012 TDC began to increase its capital expenditure in response to competitors’
investments, resulting in a capital expenditure to sales ratio which is high by international
standards, especially when considering the industry’s low prices and falling average revenue per
user. Note that this high level of investment has happened despite falling telecom prices and
major economic and technological disruptions, such as the 2008 financial crisis and the
disruption of revenue by OTT providers.
It is worth mentioning that there is essentially no capital investment from virtual
operators and resellers of telecom services in Denmark. Investment comes from the private
sector, driven by technological development, facilities-based competition, and a political
environment which supports a stable, long-term telecom policy framework.
Table 1 discusses broadband coverage based on fixed-line technologies, showing that
about half of all households and companies have three separate fixed-line facilities to their
premises (DSL, cable, and fiber). When it comes to cable and DSL, at least two-thirds of
locations have two facilities. Note that “other locations” refers to vacation properties (holiday
camps, hostels, etc.), sports halls, swimming pools, clubhouses, and the like.
Table 1. Coverage Distributed on Fixed Technology
Type of coverage

Houses and companies

Houses

xDSL

96%

97%

83%

70%

Cable

63%

68%

12%

6%

Fiber

51%

51%

50%

26%

2%

2%

3%

10%

Fixed wireless

Companies

Other locations

Source: “Broadband Mapping 2015,” Danish Energy Agency, Ministry of Energy, Utilities, and Climate, February
2016. Translation by Roslyn Layton.
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While Denmark has ample fixed-line facilities, as is shown below, the real story of the
country is mobile broadband, as shown in table 2. The country has 5.7 million people and some 7
million mobile broadband subscriptions. While not a statistic collected by the government, it is
estimated that already some 15 percent of the country’s subscribers use 3G or 4G connections as
their main, if not their only, source of broadband.19
Table 3 shows more detail of the mobile broadband market. The country has three
suppliers of 4G networks: incumbent TDC, the shared network of Telenor and Telia, and the
network of Hutchinson 3, which together account for 95 percent of all subscriptions. Note that
leading mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) are not broken out specifically in the data
because they are owned by the network operators.
Table 4 details broadband subscription by speed and shows that some 42 percent of all
subscriptions are for speeds of 10–30 Mbps; this is the range for a typical 4G mobile
subscription. The next highest percentage, 35 percent, is for subscriptions of 30–100 Mbps, a
category which has steadily grown. Speeds of 100 Mbps or higher, typical of fiber, comprises
just 11 percent, but this was the fastest-growing category from 2014 to 2015.
However, table 4 is telling in that almost 90 percent of subscriptions in the world’s most
digital nation are under 100 Mbps. These speeds are also available on facilities other than FTTP
(fiber to the premises). Notably, people may get broadband from an FTTP facility, but they do
not necessarily subscribe to the highest tier. This is simply to say that speeds have risen faster
than consumer demand. Even though gigabit speeds are available, consumers do not necessarily
feel the need to buy them.

19

Danish Energy Agency, Telestatistik: Første halvår 2016 (Telecom statistics: First half of 2016), 2016.
Translation by Roslyn Layton.
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Table 2. Mobile Broadband by Subscription Type, 2010–2015
Subscription type

First half
2010

First half
2011

First half
2012

First half
2013

First half
2014

First half
2015

First half
2016

Standard

1,922,858

2,570,795

3,467,435

3,720,438

4,381,145

4,895,464

5,501,057

3,799,374

4,812,636

298,677

227,642

164,329

172,264

1,261,793

1,312,135

932,186

1,135,958

4,895,889

6,120,858

6,455,934

7,040,834

LTE standard
Add-on data
subscriptions
LTE add-on data

396,974

Dedicated data

739,982

833,098

637,631

853,721

723,826

979,619

393,481

1,038,389

1,135,047

LTE dedicated data
LTE total
Total

3,059,814

4,257,614

5,084,685

5,482,653

5,909,673

Source: “Mobile Background Sheets 2h15,” Danish Energy Agency, Ministry of Energy, Utilities, and Climate,
2015, https://ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/Tele/mobil_baggrundsark_2h15.xlsx.

Table 3. Mobile Broadband Subscriptions by Company, 2014–2016

Company

First half
2015

Subscriptions
Second half
2015

First half
2016

Year over
year change

First half
2015

DLG Tele

68,444

54,694

51,405

−24.89%

1.32%

1.01%

0.90%

Hi3G

793,765

826,848

870,055

9.61%

15.28%

15.24%

15.19%

TDC

2,014,257

2,177,459

2,408,852

19.59%

38.78%

40.13%

42.05%

Telenor

1,142,899

1,177,674

1,213,623

6.19%

22.00%

21.71%

21.18%

Telia

924,810

935,384

873,456

−5.55%

17.80%

17.24%

15.25%

Others

249,966

253,603

311,308

24.54%

4.81%

4.67%

5.43%

5,194,141

5,425,662

5,728,699

10.29%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Total

Market shares
Second half
2015

First half
2016

Source: “Mobile Background Sheets 2h15,” Danish Energy Agency, Ministry of Energy, Utilities, and Climate,
2015. Translation by Roslyn Layton.

Table 4. Broadband Subscriptions by Downstream Capacity, 2010–2016

Speed

Second
half 2010

Second
half 2011

Second
half 2012

Second
half 2013

Second
half 2014

Second
half 2015

First half
2016

Share of
first half
2016

Under 10 Mbps

240,604

161,637

129,586

376,263

302,989

232,957

209,377

8.51%

10–30 Mbps

905,591

1,197,306

1,310,239

1,321,004

1,347,128

1,094,072

1,033,669

42.03%

30–100 Mbps

87,014

202,164

295,063

531,209

616,587

817,934

877,122

35.67%

Over 100 Mbps
Total specified
speeds
Unspecified
speed
Total

16,602

16,140

27,984

38,119

75,055

264,422

309,651

12.59%

2,120,504

2,148,289

2,182,886

2,266,595

2,341,759

2,409,385

2,429,819

98.81%

29,716

37,182

33,964

33,711

37,891

30,773

29,333

1.19%

2,150,220

2,185,471

2,216,850

2,300,306

2,379,650

2,440,158

2,459,152

Source: “Internet Baggrundsark 2h 2015,” Danish Energy Agency, Ministry of Energy, Utilities, and Climate, 2015.
Translation by Roslyn Layton.
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There is a robust wholesale market in Denmark for both fixed-line and wireless networks.
TDC has an oversized market share to be sure, as shown in table 5. It may be the case that some
observers desire more balance in market share among competitors; but even if the regulation is
justified, that does not mean that the market will produce balanced market shares. If regulators
intervene in such a way as to produce a balanced outcome, they may be unfairly aiding inferior
competitors. Regulation is not supposed to compensate for poor management. Indeed, regulators
must resist the call from companies to regulate their competitors in such a way as to compensate
for their own mistakes and shortcomings.

Table 5. Broadband Subscriptions by Company, 2014–2015
First half
2015

Subscriptions
Second half
2015

First half
2016

Year over
year change

First half
2015

Market shares
Second half
2015

First half
2016

Dansk Kabel TV

69,678

72,036

73,159

5.00%

2.90%

2.95%

2.97%

DLG Tele

38,256

37,987

36,367

−4.94%

1.59%

1.56%

1.48%

Stofa

274,590

296,694

296,615

8.02%

11.43%

12.16%

12.06%

1,291,468

1,281,862

1,271,462

−1.55%

53.75%

52.53%

51.70%

Telenor

168,023

159,617

154,895

−7.81%

6.99%

6.54%

6.30%

Telia

91,644

99,019

93,531

2.06%

3.81%

4.06%

3.80%

Company

Stofa Erhverv A/S
TDC

Others
Total

12,820

0.53%

456,224

492,943

533,123

16.86%

18.99%

20.20%

21.68%

2,402,703

2,440,158

2,459,152

2.35%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Source: “Internet Baggrundsark 2h 2015,” Danish Energy Agency, Ministry of Energy, Utilities, and Climate, 2016.
Translation by Roslyn Layton.

Regulators may create perfect and efficient regulation, but this does not mean that
companies will be managed well. In the Danish case, TDC’s competitors have made a number
of strategic mistakes that caused negative financial consequences.20 Moreover, as will be

20

Jens Hansegard, “Telenor Mulls Withdrawing from Denmark Due to Intense Price Pressure,” Wall Street Journal,
October 28, 2015; Strand Consult, “The Consequences of the Failed Telenor Telia Merger in Denmark and What It
Means for Mergers in the UK, Italy and the Global Telecom Market–Post Mortem Part II,” Strand Consult Press
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discussed below, EU politics deterred smaller competitors from merging in a move that likely
would have made them a more potent competitor to TDC. While some of TDC’s success could
be attributed to the residual benefits of having been the state incumbent, the fact remains that
TDC took advantage of market opportunities that its competitors chose not to act on.21 Today,
TDC is the only quadruple play provider on the market; this means that it can leverage
economies of scale in marketing and distribution across broadband Internet access, television,
telephone, and wireless services. TDC’s competitors are pure plays, meaning they can only
compete on prices within single markets. In any case, TDC still faces regulatory obligations
that its competitors do not.22
Interestingly there is a similar situation in the United Kingdom in which incumbent
British Telecom merged with Everything Everywhere (EE), allowing two large fixed and mobile
providers to gain scale economies with quadruple play services. However, the European
Commission rejected the merger of two entrant mobile operators in the United Kingdom, O2 and
Three, consigning them to being pure play operators. These mobile operators do not have the
scale economies to compete with the new larger player, but it appears that the European
Commission felt it important to protect the number of mobile operators for the sake of numbers.
It did so even though the reality of today’s market is that consumers purchase an integrated set of
services delivered from a variety of network technologies, and that triple and quadruple play
providers have distinct advantages.

Room, last modified September 2015, http://www.strandreports.com/sw6656.asp; and Kim McLaughlin,
“TeliaSonera to Take $844 Million Uzbekistan, Denmark Charges,” Bloomberg.com, January 14, 2016.
21
Poul Jessen, “Danish Business Administration Telecom and Competition Regulation: An Overview of the Danish
Telecoms Market” (Danske Bank Investment Research, November 2015).
22
“TDC fortsat forpligtet til at levere taletelefoni til alle,” Energistyrelsen (Danish Energy Agency), December 15,
2016; “Forsyningspligt forlænget til 2016,” Erhvervsstyrelsen (Danish Business Authority), December 19, 2013;
“Prisregulering,” Erhvervsstyrelsen (Danish Business Authority), 2013; and “Bekendtgørelse om
forsyningspligtydelser,” Retsinformation (Ministry of Energy, Utility, and Climate), May 31, 2015.
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A final and important point about the Danish market is that even though the incumbent
has a large market share and prices are low, consumers exhibit a high degree of switching
between plans to get a better price. This is the assessment of the Danish Competition and
Consumer Authority, which notes that the mobile market in particular has a high degree of
switching.23 The agency’s 2012 report explains, “Consumers who switch providers on an
informed basis are sure to get the best deal. It is also crucial for the companies that are trying to
gain market share by developing new, cheaper, or better products so that consumers can switch
to the companies that create the most value for them.”24 The report concludes that Danes exhibit
the highest degree of switching among Europeans, with one-third of Danes switching their
mobile provider annually. Seeking a lower price is generally the reason for switching, and there
is robust marketing to advertise alternative plans.25

Literature Review
Falch and Henten discuss the interplay between regulatory and developmental approaches to
telecom policy.26 They describe the ostensible goal of regulation to create a stable policy
framework for a liberalized telecom market with real competition. The tools include rulemaking
and instruments to correct so-called market failure (price controls, certification and licensing,
and others). They cite Pablo Spiller and Mariano Tommasi, who suggest that a stable regulatory
environment reduces transaction costs and stimulates investment.27 The developmental approach,
on the other hand, looks to government to stimulate investment in and use of ICT through
23
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various activities, such as demand stimulation (digitizing public services) or public-private
partnerships for infrastructure development. They cite Joseph Stiglitz on industrial policy and
Chalmers Johnson on his concept of the developmental state.28 They note that both approaches
are in play across a number of countries, and to various degrees at different times.
We review the literature of the school of public choice, which helps to explain why
governments pursue regulatory or developmental approaches to different degrees. Aside from
privatization of national telephone monopolies during the 1980s and 1990s, there has been a
parallel track of re-regulation with the emergence of mobile wireless technologies and the
Internet. A key finding in the review is the reluctance of regulatory authorities to implement the
final stage of regulation, that of full competition; regulators delay the implementation of full
competition and removal of regulation in favor of expanded regulation. The review also includes
a description of how the FCC has expanded regulation in recent years while Danish authorities
have removed it. The trend in convergence of regulatory authorities is discussed as well.
The final section of the report explores the concept of regulatory capture—when political
actors leverage regulatory regimes to reward particular constituencies under the guise of serving
the public—and George Stigler’s observation that regulation is acquired by industry and operated
for its benefit.29

The challenge of achieving the classic ideal of regulation and competition. On account of the
high fixed costs and entrance barriers, fixed-line telephony was run as a government monopoly.30
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Many governments associated networks with national security and wanted to control the means
of communications. Having multiple firms erect their own telephone poles and wires was
problematic, so governments typically furnished those necessities in order to provide
communications under the notion of a natural monopoly. However, the rise of new networks and
technologies, including mobile communications, challenged the traditional model of
telecommunications, and it has become increasingly clear that government provision of
telephony is inefficient.
As monopolies were privatized in a number of countries, governments created telecom
regulators to discharge specific tasks such as spectrum management, interconnection, universal
service provision, licensing of new firms, and numbering. Tasks may also include assessing
market performance and intervening on price and service quality. It was asserted that sectorspecific telecom regulation was necessary because the market itself could not create an efficient
outcome. However, the emergence of multiple communications networks and technologies has
challenged that assumption.
For example, mobile wireless networks require spectrum, infrastructure, terminals, and
subscriptions. Under a traditional natural monopoly telecom model, these inputs would be
vertically integrated, or offered by the same provider. Mobile networks, on the other hand, are
highly diversified with a number of competing firms at each level. To begin, the finite resource
of spectrum must be allocated. A number of firms may compete in an auction for different bands,
or in a less efficient way, the government may award spectrum based upon application. A mobile
operator will typically contract with an infrastructure provider to build mobile infrastructure
including masts and towers to provide coverage for a given area. Makers of mobile terminals will
offer equipment to end users, either directly or through a resell agreement with operators.
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Subscriptions can be offered directly to consumers or through wholesale agreements. Services
can be provided by either network or virtual operators, or they can be offered by third parties in
so-called “over-the-top” (OTT) or pass-through services.

The path of regulation. The 10th Anniversary Edition of the Telecom Regulations Handbook, a
publication from the International Telecommunication Union in collaboration with InfoDev and
the World Bank, describes the need for regulation and its ideal evolution.31 Taking the genesis of
telecommunications as the national telephony company, there is an understanding that telecom
regulation should support the market’s evolution through a linear process from public monopoly
(the first stage) to full competition (the fourth and final stage). In the second or partial monopoly
stage, the regulator provides oversight to ensure the operator fulfills its obligations. In the third
or partial competition stage, regulators police anti-competitive practices, provide licensing
frameworks, and ensure universal service. Finally, in the full competition stage, regulation is
reduced, if not removed altogether, as general ex post competition law then governs the market.
The handbook authors observe,
Regulation has potentially high costs. The regulatory process is inherently timeconsuming to administer and requires considerable expenditure of resources. In addition,
regulation can have unintended consequences which may be detrimental to customers and
the public interest. No matter how capable and well-intentioned regulators are, they will
never be able to produce outcomes as efficient as a well-functioning market.32
The academic literature describes the value of deregulation and regulatory modernization
and why competition brings about superior outcomes for consumers and innovation. Briefly put,
competition is preferable because it offers lower prices, higher efficiency and output, easier
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market entry and exit, and reduced regulatory capture.33 For example, the partial deregulation of
the airline industry with the sunset of the Civil Aeronautics Board and its outdated regulation is
associated with a 45 percent decline in consumer airline ticket prices from 1978–2008, a major
increase in productivity, and the emergence of low-cost carriers.34
It may also be the case that some industries are disrupted before they are deregulated. The
taxi industry is a case in point in which taxi substitutes such as Uber and Lyft have personalized
the ride experience while regulation ensured a homogenized, commoditized, and frequently poor
customer service experience. Taxi regulators controlled “not just the quantity of cabs and the
prices that they may charge, but also the paint colors and exterior lighting schemes they use, the
passenger notices they post, the car models they drive, the payment methods they employ, and
much more.”35 Regulation is also known to artificially increase prices by controlling supply. As
Christopher Koopman, Matthew Mitchell, and Adam Thierer document, “In 2006, there were
only 12,799 licensed taxicabs in New York City, compared with 21,000 in 1931, when the city
had about 1 million fewer inhabitants.”
Telecom regulators engage in similar homogenization of services by insisting that
broadband must be sold by volume and speed rather than allowing providers to differentiate on
quality of service, content offerings, cross-selling, and bundled offers. The net effect is that such
controls designed to ensure “equitable” service tend to reward the providers with the largest
networks, as they can therefore best absorb commodification. By stifling differentiation,
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particularly from entrants, regulators unwittingly insulate incumbent firms from competition that
would otherwise benefit consumers.36

Defining Competition
As perfect competition rarely exists (and in many cases might not even be desirable), effective
competition is presumably the standard by which telecom markets are judged.37 The Handbook
defines effective competition by four market conditions:
1) Buyers have access to alternative sellers for the products they desire (or for reasonable
substitutes) at prices they are willing to pay.
2) Sellers have access to buyers for their products without undue hindrance or restraint from
other firms, interest groups, government agencies, or existing laws or regulations.
3) The market price of a product is determined by the interaction of consumers and firms.
No single consumer or firm (or group of consumers or firms) can determine or unduly
influence the level of the price.
4) Differences in prices charged by different firms (and paid by different consumers) reflect
only differences in cost or product quality and attributes.
It is important to note that effective competition can occur even in markets with relatively
few firms that differ substantially in size, market share, and tenure, provided that barrier to entry
and exit is limited. Competition is not a static state of a market. It is a process of discovering and
contesting opportunities.
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While the Handbook is clear about the path of regulation, the path of the regulator is not
defined. It would follow that if competition is achieved and regulation is removed, there is no
need for a regulator. The telecom authority should thus be decommissioned, but this rarely
happens. Indeed, expanding scope and authority appears to be the order of the day among the
world’s 200 telecom regulators, as they have taken on new roles to regulate content, intellectual
property, neutrality, privacy, and cybersecurity, and to promote such goals as creating “Green
ICT,” closing the “digital divide,” and increasing diversity in media.

The ladder of investment. A number of telecom authorities have been engaged in regulating
service-based competition with the objective of increasing the number of resellers of service on a
given network. This is particularly the case when it comes to fixed-line facilities. One of the
theories underpinning the practice is the ladder of investment (LOI) by Martin Cave. This theory
suggests a means of artificial stimulation of competition by offering access to the network at a
regulated price.38 The theory posits that as entrants earn revenue, they “climb the ladder” and use
profits to invest in their own network.
The LOI is perhaps the most misunderstood and misapplied of all telecom policies. Even
its author has noted this misapplication in practice, calling it “regulator-promoted arbitrage
which allows resellers to buy cheap at wholesale prices and attack the incumbent’s margin.”39
Cave was inspired by the natural competition among mobile networks (on account of the lower
start-up costs relative to wireline technologies) and proposed LOI as a way to achieve dynamic
infrastructure competition in wireline networks. His ultimate goal was to support dynamic,
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facilities-based competition in which different kinds of broadband technologies compete to give
users access to the Internet by different facilities, such as mobile wireless, DSL, cable, fiber, and
satellite. Cave wanted to foster network competition to promote innovation.40
Realistically however, the ladder does not work for practical and political reasons. There
is no incentive to invest in a new network if one can be leased at a cheaper price. To get it right,
regulators must set forth clear expectations and an exit strategy for entrants and then enforce
those requirements. Cave says that climbing the ladder should be “demanding but feasible.” The
problem is that regulators do not increase the access price, and entrants do not climb the ladder.
Thus “regulator-promoted arbitrage” invites actors that specialize in reselling, not in long-term
investments in networks. Resellers’ goal is to build a customer base that can be sold at a
premium. The proliferation of LOI regulation has perpetuated a state of regulatory capture, and
the desired investment in next generation technology has not occurred. The definitive academic
conclusion is that LOI has not worked in practice.41
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Convergence. It is common among policymakers to discuss convergence—the coming together
of computing, communication, and content that has been happening for the last 50 years42—but
they frequently fail to update regimes accordingly to reflect new technological realities. In 1999
the European Commission recognized that convergence demands a new regulatory approach.
“From the point of view of communications infrastructure and related services, convergence
makes the traditional separation of regulatory functions between these sectors increasingly
inappropriate and calls for a coherent regulatory regime,” noted the Commission at the time.43
But nearly two decades later, outmoded regulations still have not been removed. The problem
can also be understood by looking at the taxi industry; the rise of Uber and Lyft can be seen as a
result of government failure or regulators failing to update the regime.
Rather than drive toward full competition of their regulated markets and subsequent
removal of regulation and transition to full competition, the trend among regulators themselves
appears to be the convergence of various regulatory agencies. A number of nations have opted to
merge a variety of sector-specific and utility regulators into a single entity. The corresponding
regulations, however, are not necessarily rationalized in the process, creating new converged
authorities while remnants of other institutions with a mishmash of laws and rules remain,
leaving inefficient and distorting overlap.44

Public choice explanations of regulation. There is significant evidence that many of the goals
established for the Federal Communications Commission have been achieved; but the role of the
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FCC, rather than diminishing, is growing. The monopoly telephone network it was created to
regulate no longer exists, and other goals, such as universal service and competitive media
markets, have been achieved. Other American economic regulators, such as the Civil
Aeronautics Board and Interstate Commerce Commission, achieved their missions and were then
dismantled. But the FCC persists, defending its continued life by bending statutory definitions of
its authority and evolving its mission into social, rather than economic, regulation.
Both the International Telecommunication Union45 and the OECD46 show that mobile
telephony is competitive in most countries, including the United States. Mobile telephony is the
world’s fastest-growing technology by adoption, surpassing even the Internet.47 But there are few
examples of telecom regulation being removed when competitive markets are achieved. In fact,
more regulation is being added. A case in point is Open Internet regulation, which has been
adopted in some 50 countries on mobile networks.48
Regulators seem reluctant to pronounce a market competitive even though they are
engaged in measuring and reporting on the marketplace. For example, the FCC has tracked
wireless competition for almost two decades. Despite publishing reports that describe at length
the competitive and dynamic aspects of the mobile system, the Commission still has not deemed
the market effectively competitive.49 Indeed, it has been reluctant to even define the term
“effective competition.”50
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It is concerning that regulators are unable to determine whether the market they regulate
is competitive, especially because this is their very reason for existing. If, after two decades of
regulation and measurement, the outcome still cannot be considered a competitive market, then
one may surmise that the regulation (or the regulator, or both) is not working to create the
promised competition. Another possibility is regulators may be disinclined to pronounce a
market competitive as such a pronouncement could necessitate a downsizing of agency
responsibility.
Public choice theory provides an explanation for why there is a reluctance to rationalize
telecom authority, even though there would be significant benefits to downsizing or eliminating
obsolete regulatory bodies. Indeed, public choice theory suggests that such bodies will seek to
expand, not contract, and bring new areas and functions under their jurisdiction.
Jonathan Macey observes ways in which agencies seek to avoid obsolescence by expanding
their jurisdiction and how, in such a state, they become more vulnerable to capture.51 Joseph
Kearney sees this process playing out in US telecom regulation at the turn of the century.52
Prior research has taken a more detailed look at how telecom regulation in the United
States has developed in a manner consistent with the public choice narrative on agency
obsolescence.53 According to this view, regulators generally seek to maximize their agency’s
budget and influence. When an agency becomes obsolete, it has an incentive to be all the more
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steadfast in expanding its authority in order to acquire a function that will make it appear
indispensable. This incentive structure has contributed to the FCC’s use of the increasingly
murky silos of the Communications Act to apply quasi-common carriage and pursue broad social
goals rather than narrow economic regulation.54
So regulators may be incentivized to create complicated regulatory schemes to increase
the barriers to declaring the market competitive, thereby ensuring their continued role as
regulators. For if they deem markets competitive, they need to remove regulation, and thus
reduce, if not remove, their own power. Kearney’s point also supports the aforementioned
evolution of the agency’s goals to social regulation. Instead of being concerned with the real
nature of market conditions, the FCC can justify its existence with regulating “other concerns.”
With the notable exception of Denmark, few countries have followed regulation as it has been
described in textbooks.
The problem of sector-specific telecom regulation—including how its policies have
conflicted with the doctrine of free speech—has been observed at least as early as 1959.55 Alfred
Kahn, who provided the intellectual and administrative ballast to deregulate the aviation industry
in the 1970s, noted that a similar case could be made for the move from sector-specific telecom
regulation to antitrust.56 The Heritage Foundation made this observation in Mandate for
Leadership, describing how telecommunications was already ripe for deregulation in 1981.57
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But it is not only leading intellectuals and Nobel Prize–winning economists who have
observed the problems of atavistic regulation. The regulators themselves have also noticed.
Indeed, Bill Kennard, FCC Chairman appointed by President Bill Clinton, proposed a plan in
1998 to downsize the FCC and transition the industry to competition law under Federal Trade
Commission oversight.58

Dynamics of interventionism. One explanation of this pathology is the inherent instability of
limited intervention. In this respect, the FCC also exhibits the sequence of adjustments to
regulation known as the dynamics of interventionism.59 When regulators intervene in the market,
they create direct and indirect distortions to the market process. These distortions often result in
unintended consequences which are seen as reasons for further regulation, which breeds further
distortions, and so on. An example of this phenomenon is the US government’s granting of
monopoly privilege to AT&T and local television franchises. These privileges laid the
groundwork for less-than-ideal competition in the now prominent Internet service market
because telecom and TV incumbents had a residual advantage from the infrastructure built under
the protection of monopoly.

Lack of technology neutrality. Discriminatory regulation, based on the nature of the company
supplying the product or the technology being used, is another characteristic of US telecom
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regulation.60 There are a number of problems with discriminatory regulation, including the harm to
consumers and the distortion of competition caused when otherwise identical services are offered
with differing protection levels.61 For example, mobile operators must interconnect their SMS
(short message service, i.e., text messaging) with other mobile networks. But OTT messaging
services such as Skype, Line, or Telegram need not interconnect with one another; they only serve
their respective registered users. SMS is also subject to privacy and data security standards that do
not apply to OTT messaging. Moreover, OTT message providers can sell advertising on top of
their service; but if American broadband providers want to deploy such a service, they now face a
newly adopted set of privacy rules62 from the FCC that conflict with the consumer protection
standard deployed by the Federal Trade Commission for all other digital advertising services.
In the digital age, as convergence enables multiple substitute technologies, the preferred
means of regulation should be “functional.” That is to say, the regulation should be based on the
appropriate policy goal and an economic assessment of how that goal can be best achieved.63 If
the goal is to increase the availability of high-definition video services, then instead of assuming
the solution is to build entirely new networks (a possible though expensive solution),
policymakers could consider employing better compression technologies to allow video to flow
more efficiently over existing networks.64 Incidentally, there are a number of start-ups working
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in video compression,65 investment in local storage, deployment of next generation wireless
networks, and the upgrade of software protocols.66 The value of the functional approach is the
cost-effective means to achieve goals, leaving scarce investment dollars and regulatory resources
available for other initiatives.

Key Developments in Modern Danish Telecom Policy
The following eight developments illustrate the role that facilitation and cooperation play in
Danish telecom policy. They also show a choice to follow the linear path of classic regulation to
its final steps of achieving full competition and removing regulation.

Facilitating a National Strategy for Digitization: 1994
It may be the case that Denmark was less concerned about regulating telecommunications
because it had a larger vision for a national ICT strategy already in 1994.67 Unlike the United
States, which had a number of large companies and enterprises that drove the adoption of ICT,
Denmark’s single largest buyer for ICT services was the Danish government. However, the
Danish government had a vision for the nature of the interconnectedness of a digital society and
recognized that networks alone were not the only, and not even the most important, factor for
success. This realization may help explain why Denmark has consistently exceeded Japan on
measures for its digital society, and sometimes South Korea.
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Indeed, the World Economic Forum has for a decade calculated a Networked Readiness
Index based on 10 pillars and numerous subcomponents with “broadband infrastructure and
content” as just one of the 10 pillars.68 Economic development is generated by government,
businesses, and individuals utilizing advanced ICT infrastructure, not by the infrastructure itself.
This partially explains that while Denmark and Japan may each have widespread broadband
deployment, Japan falls short on some development and competition measures because many
Japanese do not use broadband networks and technologies.69 Similarly, South Korea experiences
“jobless growth” as overinvestment in high-speed broadband networks does not translate into
increased productivity.70 Moreover, some Koreans may overconsume broadband services such
that they do not function in productive roles in society (as can be the case for those addicted to
online video games or other web content).
Danish political leaders believed that by defining a national digital strategy and some
common digital assets, the government could kick-start ICT adoption by individuals and
enterprises.71 To that end, the Agency for Digitization was established in 2011 “to speed up the
digitization processes required to modernize the Danish welfare society.”72 Falch and Henten
describe this as evidence of Denmark being on the forefront of the shift from the regulatory to
the developmental approach:
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ICT policies increasingly are part of a larger “package” of policy initiatives for the
development of e-health, smart cities, e-learning, etc. . . . The revival of the
developmental mode of governance within the ICT area is related to ICT convergence
and the growing importance of access to ICT services… The revival does not imply a
return to Keynesian- inspired policies practiced in the post-war period. Developmental
initiatives must conform to a liberal market environment, and private enterprises are
involved whenever it is possible.73
Because the Danish government already had a substantive bureaucracy to manage its welfare
state, it used ICT to lower labor costs and make operations more efficient. It also believed that an
ICT investment could minimize the administrative burden on individuals and enterprises, freeing
resources for investment.
This being the case, Denmark established a national digital strategy with a set of goals
and objectives: to reduce the resources consumed by the public sector, simplify the process in
which the citizens interact with the public sector, improve citizens’ experience with public
services, and help companies save on regulatory compliance costs so that they can devote more
resources to their core activities.74 The expected benefits included effective communication with
citizens, an easier path to growth for companies (using fewer resources), efficient collaboration
with patients (as healthcare professionals have the right ICT tools to access data necessary for
treatment), and greater use of technology for social services, particularly for the care of the
elderly, children, the disabled, and disadvantaged youth.75
The strategy included creating a set of digital assets for all persons and enterprises in the
country, including the following:
1) Personal ID number: given at birth at hospital (CPR, Det Centrale Personregister), 196876
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2) Unique number for each business (CVR, Det Central Virksomhedregister)
a) First implementation (SE–nummeret), 198577
b) Current implementation, 199978
3) Digital signature: single login for all government and financial services, as well as any
business (NemID), 200379
4) Easy account: one account for personal payments to and from government (Nemkonto),
200780
5) Mailbox: digital inbox for all government and financial communications (e-Boks), 201281
Many Americans would likely have misgivings about the government defining IT
solutions and requirements for centralized information, but from the Danish perspective, there
was not an a priori mistrust of the government that would lead to such a concern.82 The adoption
of the digital assets reflected that such centralized information systems (albeit analog) were
already in place; digitizing them was simply a rational decision to lower costs and improve
productivity. The policy recognized the challenge of maintaining the economic growth that
drives high median wages, so making public services more efficient (fewer people, lower cost,
higher efficiency) was necessary. In Denmark there is a tacit understanding that the government
bureaucracy should not grow bigger; it should just be more efficient.
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These assets have been employed in novel ways. For example, NEMID is the de facto
form of digital identification for secure online registration and authentication. It is used as a
digital key to reset passwords to databases with sensitive information. Similarly, the e-Boks
tool is used by a myriad of companies and government agencies. For example, monthly bills
and financial statements are sent to a person’s e-Boks rather than a physical mailbox or
personal email account. This has dramatically reduced the use of paper mail. The Nemkonto
application allows a person to receive all forms of financial government assistance and tax
refunds in a single account. The Nemkonto is integrated with social security and salary
payments, so Danes need not complete tax returns. All tax is deducted automatically. The
digital assets have been incorporated into platforms such as the universal travel card or
“rejserkortet.”83 This card allows users to travel on all bus and subway transportation in the
country and reload their balance online.
The government has imposed some soft requirements to push digitization. For example,
beginning in 2016, all communication with municipalities must be digital.84 Citizens must
address their issues through digital solutions (government apps) and digital communications
(email). In practice this means that human receptionists are increasingly rare.
Taken in this perspective, Danes already recognize the value of digitization and its ability
to make the government more efficient. That the telecom regulator would be dismantled is not
necessarily radical to Danes because they accept that the government must continually improve
the way it delivers processes and services.
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At the same time, government employees are respected and well compensated, but these
benefits come with the understanding that employees may be shifted to different roles over time,
and even asked to move to new locations. For instance, the current government has acted to
decentralize offices by moving them from Copenhagen to locations across Denmark in order to
create the appearance that power and government employment are not concentrated in the
nation’s capital.85

Political Cooperation to Reach a Telecom Agreement: 1999
“Cooperation across the middle” (“Samarbejde over midten”) is the hallmark of Danish politics.
This important trait distinguishes Danish politics from US bi-partisanship and even the Swedish
“consensus.”86 In practice, Danish leadership roles are held by politicians from two or three
major parties and four or five smaller parties. No party has won a majority in the parliament for
more than a century, so politicians are accustomed to crafting solutions that cut across party lines
and perspectives. The work of getting so many parties on board for decision-making tends to
drive a desire for long-term planning and stability.
Danish society is also characterized by trust, transparency,87 and accountability,88 and this
includes a set of political safeguards for citizens to check the activities of government. These
safeguards make it easier for citizens to trust the government and remain willing to pay a high
rate of tax in exchange for a range of government services. Given the high cost of labor, there is
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also an openness to digital and self-regulatory solutions.89 In contrast to the United States, where
challenging the government through litigation is the norm, in Denmark regulatory solutions and
decisions are generally accepted.
The importance of cooperation in Denmark is a product of economic and political history.
For centuries, the country employed many forms of cooperative corporations (consumer- or
producer-controlled firms). There were housing cooperatives as well as cooperative farms,
dairies, windmills, and utilities.90 Moreover, the country, one of the world’s oldest monarchies
and (when including Greenland) the second-largest European country after Russia, experienced
the tumult of turning from a major European power into a minor one following a series of events
in the 19th and 20th centuries (such as the loss of Norway, the Schleswig wars, and the World
Wars). The major military and political miscalculations of these conflicts cost Denmark dearly in
its treasury, territory, and population. Thereafter, it evolved a political pragmatism of sorts in
which cooperation prevails among political actors in the country and even across the Nordic
region (as discussed in a later section). It also bears mentioning that Denmark organized
politically and industrially as a result of globalization91 and was motivated to maintain its high
standard of living by competing with an export-oriented economy.92
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In Danish politics, two or more parties can make a forlig,93 a negotiated but nonbinding
agreement among parties with procedural rules and guidelines for a defined period or until
terminated. Denmark has a number of these agreements regarding welfare, defense, media, and
other subjects.94 In 1999, a group of political parties made the Teleforlig95 (Telecom Agreement),
the mission and vision for the national telecom policy laid out in a mere 10 pages. In practice, all
political parties have upheld the telecom settlement, even the parties that did not agree to it, and
it has remained in force even when some political parties have disbanded. Such an agreement,
underpinned by cooperation, makes it possible for the country to make long-term, stable policy.
This also supports long-term investment, which is important for telecom operators.
The Teleforlig emphasizes the need for a market-based, technology-neutral telecom
policy. Though the government wants to ensure that consumers can access low-cost, high-quality
telecommunications, it is not for the government to decide which technologies should be used,
nor should it determine prices. The agreement accepts that convergence will create competition
and new market realities. When markets become competitive, the regulation should be removed.
Following is a summary of the Teleforlig:
The agreement is made between the Social Democrats, the Radical Left, the Left, the
Conservative People’s Party, the Socialist People’s Party, and the Center Democrats. The
goal is to ensure that all Danes have access to modern communications solutions.
Technologies should find their way to consumers (it is not for the political system to
decide which kind of technologies consumers should use). It is important that consumers
can understand the offers on the market and observe transparency. The principle of “have
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the best and cheapest” still holds, but equal weight should be placed on both. The 1990s
were focused on breaking down old monopoly; now it is important to make the
frameworks for telecom, IT, radio, TV meld together—convergence. We believe that new
technologies will create competition.
It is important to ensure that regulation does not create a barrier for the
possibility of new converged products; for example, telecom operators should be able
to offer content if they so choose. It is also important to ensure digital signature
capability, digital payment, consumer protection, and digital rights. Regulation must be
technologically neutral, and technology choices are to be handled by the market. The
goal is to move away from sector-specific regulation toward competition-oriented
regulation. We would prefer to handle telecom with competition laws, but some special
regulation may be needed in certain cases—for example, regulation for access to copper
and universal service.
In the next five to ten years, all Danes should have access to the best and cheapest
telecom services in the world. The digital society should be accessible to everyone,
including the handicapped. The telecommunication market is not static; it needs and
demands change. This agreement requires that an annual report be made about the
digitization in society.96
While the Teleforlig is the product of many political parties, it was proposed and
championed by some key individuals, including Prime Minister Poul Nyrup Rasmussen.
Although Rasmussen has been both the leader of the Social Democrats and the president of the
European Socialists, he is still considered a top advocate for the privatization of state-owned
companies. He desired and achieved complete privatization of the state-owned Tele Danmark,
unlike Denmark’s Nordic neighbors, which pursued partial privatization.97 In promoting the
Teleforlig, his message was that “Denmark simply should be the best IT nation in the world.”98
Frank Jensen, also a Social Democrat and now mayor of Copenhagen, was Minister of
Research and later Minister of Justice in Nyrup’s cabinet. He designed the Teleforlig with the
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notion that market liberalization is essential for telecommunications99 and that competition will
ensure consumers have the “best and cheapest” (“bedst og billigst”)100 ICT services, thus
bringing Denmark up to speed with other nations.
Another architect of the Danish policy was Birte Weiss, who served as Minister of
Research and Information Technology from 1999 to 2001. Her job was to organize the political
parties to create the agreement for telecom policy in 1999, a watershed moment to win consensus
ICT policy in a drive for national economic development. With the privatization of Tele
Danmark complete and the Teleforlig in place, the government continued to move toward a
market-based telecom policy. While the government was not interested in regulating telecom
operators, it did see a role for itself in facilitating the digital society.
The current government led by Venstre (the center-right party) has launched a process to
revise the Teleforlig. This is not surprising, as the current agreement is almost 20 years old. It
could take some months, if not years, to conclude such a revision process. Some suggest the 25
percent value-added tax on communications services is too high.101 Others want more attention
paid to networks in rural areas.102 Moreover, there has been a significant change of parties since
1999, so it is not unreasonable to make new commitments.

Facilitating Competition by Removing Wholesale Regulation on Wireless: 2006
The following discussion of the removal of wholesale regulation on wireless is based on a 2009
report from the Danish telecom regulator concerning events that happened roughly three years
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earlier.103 The telecom authority of that time regulated operators’ ability to buy traffic minutes
and wholesale access to mobile networks. The telecom authority also regulated call origins (the
network service that carries a call from the calling subscriber’s network access point to the point
of interconnection). The incumbent TDC was deemed to have significant market power (SMP)
with some 50 percent of the wireless retail market and therefore faced a set of special obligations
in addition to regulation on its wholesale activities. The second largest operator, Telenor
(formerly Sonofon), was also regulated on wholesale. However, by 2006 the telecom regulator
declared the market competitive and decided to deregulate the market. Specifically, it reached
seven conclusions:
1) The presence of three wireless network operators and a fledging fourth operator creates a
competitive market.
2) Entrants have access to multiple wholesale providers.
3) There is a range of substitute goods in the wholesale market.
4) Wholesale prices have decreased, and there is no evidence that customers have been
denied access to networks.
5) The number of wholesale customers is increasing.
6) TDC was released from a number of ex ante sector-specific obligations because it did not
abuse its SMP of 50 percent share of the retail market.
7) Limited spectrum can be a barrier to the wholesale market, but this will be resolved in the
future as more licenses come on the market. That is to say, regulation on the wholesale
market is not needed to compensate for the lack of optimal spectrum allocation.
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The telecom regulator made this decision under the European Union Telecoms Directive104—
specifically for the rules pertaining to Market 15, covering access to mobile networks and traffic
minutes—and in consultation with the Danish Competition Authority.105
The telecom regulator’s announcement to deregulate the wholesale market in 2006 was met
with opposition from the fourth operator, Three or “3” (Hi3G owned by Hutchinson Whampoa),
and brought to court. The court ruled in favor of the telecom regulator. Thereafter, the telecom
regulator and competition authority updated their analysis and confirmed their earlier finding of a
competitive market. The EU telecom authorities concurred with the decision. The regulation of the
wholesale market and a set of SMP obligations of the incumbent TDC were vacated in 2009.
The deregulation means that the telecom authority cannot compel any network operator
to engage in the wholesale market, nor can it regulate access or prices. Deputy director of the
regulator Finn Petersen remarked, “Actually, we are obliged to remove the regulation when the
competitive situation demands it. There is no need to regulate something that market forces can
take care of, and our view is that it is not going to matter to mobile prices.”106 Investigation did
not reveal evidence of any complaints to authorities about wireless wholesale rates since the
deregulation. Diverse wholesale products are offered by all four mobile operators; all have
wholesale customers; and there are many resellers, including some 40 MVNOs.
In the Danish case, the fourth (and youngest) operator, which initially appealed the
regulator’s decision, is stronger today because of deregulation. In the space of five years, “3”
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continued with its network build-out and increased its capacity. It has the most supply of any
operator in Denmark, and it offers the lowest prices to both its retail and wholesale customers.
It bears mentioning that forcing the bigger operators with larger networks to be more
active on the wholesale market may unwittingly harm smaller network providers. This can
potentially demolish fledging players. Indeed this very unintended outcome came about in
Denmark when the highly regulated incumbent TDC and Telenor both used their mandated
wholesale strategies to squeeze Orange (earlier Mobilix), then the fourth player, out of the
market. Subscribers could choose low-priced service from a reseller rather than buy from the
fourth operator Orange or from Hutchinson 3, which was also trying to build a network. Orange
thus sold its business to Telia and exited the market in 2004.107
Separately the 2008 financial crisis proved to be the wake-up call for European
governments that the open access regime did not work. Regulatory models for stimulation of
artificial competition or service-based competition (reselling) did not lead to new investment.108
The broadband map of Europe shows that investment in new networks only took place in parts of
the European Union.109 Denmark proved to be one of the countries with the highest level of
investment, but not because of open access policies. The high rate of fiber to the premises
networks reflects the investment made by consumer-owned energy companies that found
themselves flush with financial capital after selling off hard assets.110
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In the case of Denmark, while the country has a robust market for reselling with hundreds
of providers, no reseller has become a network operator, as Martin Cave theorized would happen
in his LOI theory. Denmark is in fact the birthplace of the discount mobile virtual network
operator.111 The first discount MVNO, Tele2, was launched in 1996 and was subsequently sold
to Telenor. Its launch was followed by the launch of the MVNO Debitel, which was purchased
by Telia. All the leading mobile resellers and MVNOs in Denmark have been purchased by the
network operators. The network operators run these companies under a multibrand and discount
strategy. In some cases, the service providers’ brand names are removed and replaced by the
network operator’s name (for example, TDC purchased service provider Onfone and combined it
with its cable offering, YouSee). Such service-based competition can play a role in marketing
and distribution. But the fact remains that no MVNO in Denmark has transformed into a fullfledged network operator and investor in Demark.112

Facilitating Broadband in Society by Dismantling the Telecom Regulator: 2011
Falch and Henten chronicled the process of dismantling the Danish National IT and Telecom
Agency (IT og Telestyrlsen). They conducted a series of detailed interviews with regulatory
staff, operators, and policymakers following the dismantlement to explore the reasons and
implications for the decision.
One of the very first initiatives of the center-left government that came into power in
Denmark in October 2011 was to dismantle the then Danish IT and telecom regulatory
agency NITA (National IT and Telecom Agency). This came as a total surprise, as the
issue had not in any way been discussed in the broader public nor the narrower telecom
and IT public before the elections. It did not create much debate after the dismantlement
either. Nothing much was written about it in the press—neither did the new government
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explain its initiative. Nobody seemed to care much—except for the staff who needed to
move to other authorities and a few people especially interested in IT and telecom
regulation. The functions of NITA were split up between 4 different ministries: The
Ministry of Business and Growth, The Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Financial
Affairs, and the Ministry of Economic and Domestic Affairs. The telecom regulatory
functions were moved into the general Danish Business Authority under the Ministry of
Business and Growth, and staff from NITA contributed to two new authorities: the
Danish Agency for Digitalization and the Danish Agency for Modernization.113
Falch and Henten observe that in Denmark “it is not unusual that functions of ministries are
reshuffled after a change of government and that this also affects agencies.”114 Both EU and
Danish telecom laws are still in effect.115 To be clear, the functions of the regulator are still
discharged, just by different agencies. This is how telecom regulation has operated in Denmark
since the change in 2011.
Falch and Henten’s interviewees raised some issues.116 They noted that as a result of the
dismantlement, the politicization of telecom regulation lessened and the government improved
its ability to deliver the e-government agenda.
There were concerns that the existing entity did not do enough to control the power of the
incumbent vis-à-vis new entrants. At the same time, there was a concern that entrants would
politicize regulation to their own benefit. There was also a concern that the quality of the
regulatory function was being compromised because as a sector-specific regulatory agency, it is
subject to regulatory capture. Being housed within a generalized but powerful agency allows
staff to have the proper distance from the industry so as not to show favoritism among firms.
Distance also affords employees a view of big-picture policy goals.
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One official involved in the reorganization observed,
If ICT is in everything, there is no reason for a specialized telecom agency. It is natural to
put the regulatory function within the general business ministry in order to better
coordinate business initiatives involving telecommunications. There is agreement that the
potentials for strengthening a telecom agenda and for a better coordination with business
policies in general are improved.117
Falch and Henten note the consensus among the interviewees that the decision to
dismantle the regulator is consistent with the policy adopted in 1999. They state,
The general agreement is that the present type of regulation is the backbone of Danish
telecom policies and there is in reality no support from any major public funding for
infrastructures. The expression is that Danish telecom policies should still be centred on a
market-based approach and technology neutrality. None of the interviewees favour
extensive public economic funding, but some of the interviewees would favour more
focus on infrastructure competition and less on service competition. The implications in
terms of regulations of telecommunications could be that the regulation of the telecom
area needs to be further integrated into a broader set of regulations. This could call for a
change in the organization of the regulation of telecommunications away from a standalone regulatory position towards a greater integration into a more generalized regulatory
environment.118
Despite that consensus from the interviewees, it can be observed that dismantlement could create
some challenges for process and coordination. For example, firms might need to file different
documentation to different agencies instead of a single agency. Such challenges can be
overcome, and given that the new system has been in place for more than five years without
debate, it appears that firms have adjusted to the change.
However, now that the telecom policies and regulation that were put in place in the late
1990s have been in force for some 20 years, the specific telecom policies and regulation do not
have as prominent a position as before and can, to a greater extent, be subsumed under the more
general ICT policies. This is, at least, how the argument for abolishing a stand-alone telecom
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regulatory institution could be formulated. And the argument could be made even stronger by
claiming that a stand-alone regulatory institution might be counterproductive under the present
circumstances.119
Prime Minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt, who proposed the change, was asked about the
dismantling of the agency in Parliament. She explained, “The purpose of dismantling the agency
has not been to split or downgrade the IT area, but rather to consolidate and enhance synergy in
the IT sector across ministries.”120 While it might not occur to policy scholars, the expertise of
the various regulatory officials and their functions could be leveraged with other public-sector
agencies for added value. Indeed, the staff of the agencies had skills that were helpful for
departments working in finance, cybersecurity, and domestic affairs, among other fields.

Cooperation among Stakeholders for Net Neutrality: 2011
Globally net neutrality has been the most debated issue in telecom policy in the last 15 years, but
it has not caused so much fanfare in Denmark. Today some 50 nations have hard net neutrality
rules encoded in legislation, including the member countries of the European Union. However,
the Nordic countries were first in establishing soft rules through a multistakeholder approach,
and they experienced success with the policy. Up to the adoption of EU-wide rules in 2016, the
Nordic countries essentially had no net neutrality violations on record. In 2009 the Swedish
regulator conducted an assessment of its broadband markets, found no abuse, and thus promoted
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a set of nonbinding principles which operators could follow.121 The Norwegian regulator also
proposed voluntary rules in the same year.122
Denmark took a slightly different approach. Danish telecom operators believed they
could deliver a net neutrality regime better than regulators and offer it in such a way that it
improved both their brand and the quality of their services.123 Therefore the Danish operators’
trade association, Teleindustrien, took the initiative to create the Net Neutrality Forum,124 selfregulation delivered through a set of net neutrality principles and a multistakeholder process. The
effort was a success in part because there was already a proven case for industry self-regulation
with the recent history of the rollout of premium SMS. Premium SMS has been widely adopted
in Denmark with little to no consumer complaints, and the industry maintained its promised
standard.125 The Net Neutrality Forum was founded in 2011, agreed to a set of principles, and
meets on an as-needed basis. The EU rules now supersede the voluntary principles that the
Danish operators had agreed to uphold.
Though participation was open to anyone, the Net Neutrality Forum’s key members were
the Internet service providers, the Danish Consumer Council (Forbrugerrådet), Google, and a
representative from the telecom section at the Danish Business Authority (a government
representative from the now-disbanded telecom regulator). In the Danish net neutrality regime,
Internet service providers agreed to uphold a set of consumer-centric principles similar to the
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Four Freedoms126 adopted by the FCC in 2004 with an additional commitment to the quality of
the connection. Should problems arise, the forum’s job was to provide a means for quick and
flexible resolution. According to the industry association, there has only been one issue: at one
point, one of the operators wanted to levy a surcharge for WhatsApp, but the forum advised
against it.127
Roslyn Layton’s doctoral thesis investigates the Danish self-regulatory model for net
neutrality in comparison to the Netherlands over the period 2010–2016.128 The Netherlands bears
some similarities to Denmark in terms of broadband development and socioeconomic factors, but
the Dutch opted for hard net neutrality regulation. During the period investigated, Danes, who
opted for self-regulation, generated a statistically significant higher level of mobile app
innovation than the Dutch, who made the world’s toughest rules. Denmark also succeeded in
producing world-leading mobile apps in multiple categories, whereas the Dutch produced no
such global category leaders of apps.
She investigated the sources of the 1,000 most popular mobile apps in the two countries
over the five-year period, and found that only a handful of apps come from countries with hard net
neutrality rules. The US apps that appeared were generally developed before the FCC imposed a
new set of rules that for the first time applied to mobile networks in 2015. The apps studied
overwhelmingly came from countries with either soft net neutrality rules or no rules at all.
Given the disparity between Denmark and the Netherlands in outcomes, the different
regulatory regimes were examined more closely, revealing some essential differences. For one,
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Denmark enjoyed greater commercial freedom. During the 2010–2016 period, Danish mobile
operators were encouraged to partner with local content developers (essentially outlawed by net
neutrality rules in the Netherlands). The Netherlands has four mobile networks and Denmark has
three (one is shared by Telenor and Telia), but Denmark’s rate of post-paid penetration on 3G and
4G networks is significantly one-third greater than that of the Netherlands. This suggests that
Danish operators were more successful in encouraging subscribers to adopt data packages more
quickly. This was aided by early use of free data (such as Telenor’s free Facebook programs to get
people to try data packages) and the wide use of flat-rate voice and SMS plans in mobile packages.
In fact the very issue that drove the Dutch Parliament to create net neutrality rules was the
possibility that Dutch telecom incumbent KPN would charge a piecemeal fee for WhatsApp. This
came in response to users adopting WhatsApp en masse on account of high SMS fees. In Denmark,
where unlimited SMS was included in mobile data contracts,129 there was not a great incentive to
use WhatsApp. Even today, WhatsApp usage in Denmark is significantly lower compared to usage
in the Netherlands.130 Interestingly, some apps may enjoy higher adoption in countries with
outdated pricing models. But this also suggests that a perceived net neutrality violation may
actually indicate a marketplace that is not allowed to evolve without regulatory permission. For
example, Dutch operators cannot change a tariff without pre-approval from regulators,131 a
condition not required of Danish operators. Operators in Denmark have long enjoyed the ability to
experiment with different offers as a means to promote adoption of mobile broadband.
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As described in more detail below, the Danish representatives from the telecom section of
the Danish Business Authority opposed efforts to make tougher net neutrality rules in the
European Union, as the Net Neutrality Forum proved successful in Denmark. The Swedish
regulator also opposed tougher rules, saying that the EU net neutrality rules were a step
backward. In Sweden, the regulator and industry were progressing toward transparency, and
consumers could decide for themselves whether they wanted to switch operators because of
traffic management practices.132

Facilitating Cooperation to Fast-Track Mobile Infrastructure
Regulation can play a helpful role in the market when it comes to addressing rollout challenges
at the local level. For a time, there was a lack of coherent regulation in Denmark for mobile
infrastructure deployment, which led to cost increases and delayed construction. Before the
regulation, it frequently required 12–18 months of administration and $250,000 in setup and
rental costs for a mobile operator to establish a single mobile mast or tower. As the section
describes, some 20 percent of planned structures were not built.
Mobile telephony networks require continuous updating and improvement. Around the
world, operators have paid for licenses that only provide a financial return when the infrastructure
is in place. Operators are now planning the next generation of mobile infrastructure. Unfortunately,
the administrative process to install new masts and towers can be a bottleneck.
Demand for mobile devices has exploded, and greater bandwidth is needed to transmit the
increasing volume of data. With their many functions and apps, smartphones continue to send and
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receive data even when not in use, draining network capacity even further. Given this situation
and the need to maintain quality of service, network operators need more antennas and masts.
Ironically, while people desire good mobile coverage, they are increasingly opposed to
the construction of mobile network structures, citing concerns over historical preservation,
aesthetics, decreased property value, and health. Many are convinced that electromagnetic
radiation from mobile networks is hazardous in spite of definitive studies disproving this
claim.133 Frequently the necessary evidence, scientific discussion, and economic analysis are
missing from the public discussion. As a result, politicians and decision makers have become
insecure because they cannot distinguish facts from prejudices. Thus, municipalities feel obliged
to involve external parties and residents in the decision process, dragging out the approval
process by months, if not years.
It is not surprising that site owners capitalize on the negative public discourse and exploit
mast locations as a lucrative source of income, charging operators increasing rental fees and
expensive contract renewals. Municipal landlords can do the same. The situation is also
unfavorable for the deployment of small cells on which deployment of 5G depends.
To investigate the problem, Danish consultancy Strand Consult collected a number of
rental contracts for masts and towers across Denmark’s 98 municipalities.134 The resulting
information was compiled and analyzed, revealing that 15 municipalities had created a cartel to
increase rental prices as much as possible. The case was presented to Danish competition
authorities who prosecuted the issue with the police.
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The Danish minister for business and growth, Social Democrat Ole Sohn, called a
mandatory meeting of representative stakeholders, private and public organizations, mobile
operators, government officials, civil servants, community leaders, and so on. The purpose of the
meeting was to discuss how to improve business conditions for mobile operators wishing to
expand their mobile networks. Stakeholders then agreed to work together to explore how to
ensure good mobile coverage throughout Denmark. After the meeting, the minister issued a press
release that clearly showed that the meeting participants had reached a political understanding
about the challenges the mobile industry had been battling in this area.135 Sohn declared,
Denmark is one of the countries in the world that has the best mobile coverage, but this
does not mean that we can’t do better. Therefore, I am very pleased that we have
examined all the barriers and I want to create opportunities for better mobile coverage in
all parts of Denmark. . . . I am therefore pleased that all parties endorse the number of
initiatives we are now putting in place to improve mobile coverage. The task can only be
solved if telecommunications companies, municipalities, and the state contribute to clear
obstacles out of the way.136
Danish municipalities suddenly started approving many old mast applications, some as
old as five years. A number of municipalities reduced their rental prices by anywhere from 20 to
80 percent. This was achieved by implementing a new pricing policy whereby rental prices for
municipality-owned property were reduced. Some made municipal land available for free; others
offered it for sale.
After four years, network operators have reduced their site rental operating expenditure
by about 20 percent (about $10 million–$12 million annually), and they have increased the
amount and speed of infrastructure deployment. These amounts are significant for a small
country of 5.7 million inhabitants with some 7 million mobile subscriptions.137
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The European Union’s Rejection of Consolidation and Failure to Facilitate Needed Network
Investment: 2015
Consolidation is a widely discussed topic in business and strategy literature, but it has certain
nuances and implications for the mobile industry. The arguments for consolidation include
gaining more market share, deploying better business models across a larger customer base,
accessing new technologies, getting better terms for financing, finding hidden or nonperforming
assets belonging to a target company, and winning better bargaining power from suppliers.
Another key benefit of consolidation is a reduction in administrative expenses; for example, the
same sales and marketing department can serve two companies. This is significant for a mobile
operator, as sales and marketing costs can comprise a quarter of revenue.
When applied to network industries such as telecommunications, consolidation can have
some important benefits including reduced operating expenditures on network operations,
reduced capital expenditure with fewer sites (or the removal of redundant sites), reduced
marketing costs (fewer brands to market), and better utilization of spectrum and infrastructure
investment. In mature economies, there are limited growth opportunities for mobile customers.
Markets are saturated as nearly all subscribers have devices with data subscriptions.
For these and related reasons, in 2015, the Norwegian Telenor and the Swedish Telia
petitioned the European competition authority to approve a merger of their companies in
Denmark.138 EU law prescribes that the Directorate-General for Competition (DG Comp) get
involved when revenue from mergers is associated with entities outside the country, whereas if
two national firms combine, review is performed by the nation’s domestic competition
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authorities. Telenor and Telia already shared a network, but they wanted to reduce their costs. On
account of the competition, both firms were experiencing ongoing losses.
In their petition, Telenor and Telia noted that the number of mobile networks in Denmark
would not be reduced, only the number of network operators. Moreover, the combined entity
would have greater ability not only to upgrade and extend the network, but also to compete with
TDC, which had 51 percent market share and 95 percent of the EBITA. For example, Telenor
and Telia wanted to extend their 4G network to include a larger share of Denmark. Telia wanted
to extend its content offering to compete with TDC’s cable network. The Swedish company is
known as a technology pioneer and has been a leader in partnering with Swedish Spotify and
HBO Nordic. It was the first in the region to offer a video-on-demand solution that provides
unbundled cable content directly on a mobile service. These providers joined forces to offer
unique content to compete with Netflix’s global portfolio.139 In any event, Denmark has some of
the lowest mobile prices in Europe and extensive 4G coverage, which would seem to have been
favorable for the merger.
DG Comp raised a number of concerns: that the merged entity would collude with TDC,
that the number of wholesale providers would be reduced from four to three, and that the new
entity would not invest in network expansion.140 It is rumored that a set of remedies were
proposed including having the parties spin off their spectrum and network and create a new
fourth network operator in Denmark. While DG Comp may prefer such a model, it does not offer
an attractive economy for a new entrant.
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Denmark, while a competitive market with low prices for consumers, is not necessarily
interesting for investors. It is extremely difficult to find a buyer for Telia and Telenor’s network
under such conditions and when the expected returns are minimal. Moreover, if either of the
players wanted to exit the network-sharing agreement by selling to Hutchinson 3 (DG Comp
would not allow a sale to TDC), they would incur a “divorce fee.” So while it may be
uneconomic to continue under the status quo, it is even more financially distressing for either
Telenor or Telia to exit the market.
Ultimately Telenor and Telia rescinded their request to merge. DG Comp indicated that
they would not approve the merger anyway because they believed it would increase the mobile
prices in Denmark, already some of the lowest in Europe.141 That belief turned out to be a selfdefeating prophecy for the seemingly omnipotent competition authority. Soon after the merger
was deterred, one by one, all Danish operators raised prices.142 As for DG Comp’s concerns of
collusion and abuse of wholesaling, Denmark’s own competition authorities could have easily
addressed such problems if they had ever materialized.
Ultimately, Danish consumers lose because they are deprived of further next generation
networks and the value generated by the resultant technological competition. The winner in this
scuttled affair is, of course, the incumbent TDC. With its competitors weakened, TDC can
continue to enjoy its market position. Regulatory intervention, frequently asserted to protect
consumers, can unwittingly serve incumbents.
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It is not always DG Comp’s approach to scuttle mergers or insist on severe remedies, but
the basis of approval appears to be either arbitrary or extremely political. For example, the
British Telecom–EE merger was approved by British authorities without remedies,143 but DG
Comp disallowed the Hutchinson-O2 deal.144 As of the publication of this paper, the UK has
three network operators serving 60 million users. If counting competitors is the name of the
game, then it is not logical for the UK to have three network operators serving 60 million users
while Denmark must have four operators for a mere 5.7 million users. Similarly, Mexico has
three mobile network operators (after a consolidation from five network operators) and 125
million users.
The European Parliament and Council established a policy with an arbitrary preference
for allowing “cross-border” mergers rather than “in-country” mergers.145 From a financial
perspective, there are few, if any, synergies in cross-border mergers. The spectrum regime,
regulations, taxation, and other conditions do not necessarily cohere across borders, but within
any given country, they are better harmonized. Among mobile operators within single European
countries, there is up to 75 percent cost redundancy.146 This story is indicative of the larger
challenges in the European Union, which faces about a €100 billion gap in investment for needed
next generation networks.147 It seems untenable for the European Parliament and Council to
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oppose mergers simply for the sake of upholding some magic number of mobile operators in
each European country.148
This article has not focused on spectrum, but suffice it to say that suboptimal spectrum
allocation and refarming are challenges for Danish operators. Indeed, all operators and countries
face these issues, and they are being addressed in an EU-wide reform process.149
Companies in the digital IT sector compete largely through innovation, not price.150 But
many competition authorities still analyze mergers by counting competitors rather than by
performing a dynamic competition analysis, which would consider that firms in converged
digital markets compete not necessarily on price but on the ability to create new services, enter
new markets, and leverage technologies to deliver existing services at lower costs.
Having four mobile network operators is not only increasingly unsustainable in many
countries, but it is also not empirically associated with lower prices, more choice, or more
innovation. Moreover, there may be more effective ways to support lower prices, increased
choice, and more innovation than by artificially creating a fourth operator where market actors
see no incentive to do so. Lower mobile prices are largely the result of technological
competition and substitutes. It is over-the-top voice and SMS providers that have provided the
most price pressure.
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Pan-Nordic Cooperation to Facilitate Modernized Telecom Policy: 2015
In response to the European Commission’s Digital Single Market initiative, the telecom
authorities of the Nordic countries conducted a dialogue about further improvements for telecom
policy.151 Katrine Winding, deputy director general of the telecom section within the Danish
Business Authority, wrote a series of position papers for the group. The regulators observe that
telecom regulation needs to be updated to reflect the competition from over-the-top technologies
(OTT), the substitutability of OTT for traditional telecom services, the need to level the playing
field, and the need to roll back sector-specific regulation. A submission to the European
Commission in 2015 explains,
The playing field for all actors in the digital economy needs to be levelled out. To
promote innovation and new solutions in the European digital economy, the Nordic
regulators agree that the starting point should be reducing the regulatory burden where
possible, rather than extending the present sector-specific regulation.152
The position was further updated in 2016 to recognize that telecom operators are not
“bottlenecks” to OTT providers (“edge providers” in American parlance):
The OTT development has been intensive over the last couple of years. When the open
Internet is used as a distribution platform, the delivery of telecommunication and media
services becomes global, and consumers are no longer forced to buy these services
together with the network service. This leads to a more competitive market situation at
the local level.
Previously, the aggregator or distributor role was linked to network ownership,
giving these companies a unique position as owners of a bottleneck resource. Today, we
see a development, where the link between the aggregator and network ownership is
disintegrating. This development removes the high entry barriers on delivery of content
services as an aggregator, and it allows many companies to position themselves in the
role of both aggregator and content service provider. So far, it is the experience in the
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Nordic countries that the reduced vertical integration has a positive effect on market
dynamics, innovation, and investment.153
This view sharply contrasts with the FCC position that ISPs have the ability and incentive to
harm openness. While the FCC recognizes that there has been an explosion of Internet content,
services, and applications from third party “edge providers,” its response is to add regulation to
“preserve” and “protect” rather than to allow the ostensible free competition to continue.154

What the United States Can Learn from Denmark
These developments in Denmark illustrate some important lessons for the United States. For one,
there is no particular political party that has the magic formula for telecom policy. In fact, the
Danish model shows that cooperation across parties produces good and sustainable outcomes.
This is not a foreign concept even for the United States—there was noted bipartisanship on
telecom policy from 1996 to 2008. While some stereotypes are proffered about Republicans
favoring deregulation, some of the most noted reformers and deregulators have been Democrats.
The chief exponent is the “father of airline deregulation” himself, Alfred E. Kahn, a Democrat
whom President Jimmy Carter appointed to head the Civil Aeronautics Board and who then
dismantled it.
President Bill Clinton, a Democrat, signed the 1996 Telecommunications Act promising
to keep the Internet “free and unfettered from state and federal regulation.” Indeed, his FCC
appointee Chairman Bill Kennard offered a proposal to reform the agency155—a proposal that
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was abandoned because of pushback from the Washington, DC, bar association, which feared a
potential loss to its billings.
This point underscores a fact overlooked: deregulated markets are still subject to
competition law and in fact could come under closer scrutiny depending on the quality of
economic analysis. Consumer protection standards at the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) are
tougher than the vague public-interest standard employed by the FCC today. Moreover, the FTC
can actually recover damages for consumers, whereas the fines collected by the FCC do not go
back to those abused.
In any event, the FCC, with 587 lawyers and only 59 economists, is not optimally
equipped to make determinations about consumer protection, let alone other economic issues.
Establishing respective Bureaus of Economics, Competition, and Consumer Protection at the
FCC, mirroring the FTC, would likely be a good place to start.
Unlike other federal agencies, the FCC is not required to conduct benefit-cost analysis or
include economic analysis in its activities. The situation in which the agency’s economists are
not consulted or included in rulemaking was highlighted in the Open Internet proceeding.156 This
raises a number of concerns about the quality of the agency’s decisions.157
Compared to other federal agencies, the FCC suffers from a high rate of litigation against
its decisions. While this reflects that it regulates parties with the capacity to sue (and the barriers
to sue are relatively low in United States), it demonstrates that many FCC decisions are partisan,
push the boundaries of its authority, and are therefore challenged in court. As of the publication
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of this paper, the DC Circuit has yet to rule on the request of an en banc rehearing of the nine
lawsuits against the FCC Open Internet Order. Such litigation is not costless. A leading financial
analyst suggests that telecom investment is 10–15 percent lower because of the risk premium
imposed by Title II reclassification.158 Adding another $10 billion to infrastructure investment,
particularly to rural areas, would surely make a positive difference in the United States.
The Danish model proves that a specialized telecom regulator is unnecessary to deliver
telecom laws. Laws can be delivered across a range of institutions and, indeed, reducing
regulatory capture improves outcomes for consumers and competition. In any case,
congressional review of telecommunications laws and the FCC is long overdue.

Conclusion
While Denmark has been praised as a broadband utopia and the world’s happiest nation,159 this
paper has attempted to look deeper to understand the concrete elements and decisions that helped
create Danish telecom policy and produce a competitive market outcome with high adoption.
While it is not correct to say that there is a pure free market for telecommunications in Denmark,
the government has opted not to allow regulators to micromanage the industry.
At the same time, Danish regulators have followed the tenets of classic regulation more
closely than a number of other countries. This means that there is a conscious effort to achieve
full competition and remove regulation. Moreover, regulatory professionals have exhibited
humility and flexibility; they see their roles objectively and are willing to contribute to other
areas of public service when needed.
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The Danish government sees its role as a facilitator for telecommunications, not a
regulator. Therefore it has created a framework for a digital society with assets and systems to
reduce friction and lower transaction costs. In addition, it has designed telecom policy with a
multi-party agreement to a long-term vision of a market-led, technology-neutral framework that
delivers high quality and competitively priced services for Danes. American telecommunications
policymakers can look to the Danish model for guidance in developing a more cooperative and
ultimately more effective telecom policy to serve consumers and competition, not special
interests or specific companies.
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